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Tools. Set an Alert? Luxury model that includes wheel skirts, air cond This Pontiac Lemans
Sport Convertible is a true find. It has almost all of the available options ac This Pontiac Lemans
Convertiable is powered by a ci engine with an automatic transmission. Rotisserie restoration ,
new Kenwood with Bluetooth, custom trunk with Refine Search? Also be sure to view results in.
Power comes from a recently tuned 5. Thefactory red cloth interior and white top are original,
and the car was garage-kept under previous ownership. This third-generation GT was acquired
by the seller in andis offered with the owner's manual, service records, and a clear Florida title.
This Chevrolet Corvette convertible 50th Anniversary Edition has just under 29k actual miles
and is powered by an LS1 5. Finished in Anniversary EditionRed with a tan cloth soft top over a
shale leather interior, the car was originally sold in New Jersey and later resided in both
Maryland and Pennsylvania before being relocated to Florida beginning in Equipment includes
an electronic driver information center, head-up display, and independent suspension with
active handling. This Dodge Stealth hatchback is one of produced in Kutani Red for the model
year, and it is a one-owner original car showing only 38k miles. It is finished in Kutani Red over
a charcoal leather interior and is powered by a 3. This Cadillac Brougham sedan has been
freshly repainted in its factory color. It shows just 98k miles from new, retaining its original blue
leather interior and a fully refurbished air conditioning system. The car is powered by a ci V8
paired with a 4-speed automatic transmission. It was originally sold in El Paso, Texas, and was
subsequently relocated to Arizona. Sign up for our daily newsletter. Get Newsletter. Get our
app. Help Center. About ClassicCars. Contact Us. Our Sponsors. Business Advertisers. Career
Opportunities. Read The Journal. Privacy Policy. All other trademarks are the property of their
respective owners. Our Awards x. This prestigious accolade represents the continued growth of
the company, and ClassicCars. The Stevie Awards, the world's premier business awards
recognized ClassicCars. In The Journal, brought to you by ClassicCars. Pontiac had made some
big changes in so '72 didn't see much in the way of restructuring. However, one big addition
included a plush Luxury LeMans featuring all Morrokide bucket seats in hardtop versions or
notchback seats in other body styles. First I'd like to say that I am an avid Pontiac dude from
Texas. I have a special place in my heart for the LeMans especially, because of course, just like
many people that pick out certain brands of vehicles, my first car was a LeMans. I had my first
LeMans throughout high school, using it to get to school, work, and date my first love. I had
many happy memories with that car, and eventually gave it up after I owned it for about 5 years.
I never forgot that car, and I began to search for another "A" body of that era. I found that car in
in a small West Texas town east of El Paso. It was sitting in an open lot with it's rear window
knocked out on four flats, hugged up next to a shanty I assume was a chicken coupe at one
time. I couldn't see much of the car, only the rear end, and I could see a little of the rear quarter
as well. It looked to me to be a GTO based on the fact that it had the optional side body stripe. I
became really curious and arranged to buy the car. Upon further inspection the sheet metal on
the car appeared to be excellent, but the interior was a mess. The scooped hood was bent at the
drivers hinge due to forced closure of the hood. The endura material on the front bumper did
not fair well in the Texas heat and had come off in chunks from the metal core. It still wore it's
original Sundance Orange color, and had a white vinyl top, and interior, with white side stripes. I
thought up until this point that the car was a GTO, but I noticed that the door panels had
"LeMans" emblems on them. I thought maybe someone had changed them out, or maybe
someone had hung a GTO nose and fenders on a regular LeMans. I began to research at my
local library, and found out that in , GM had in fact planned to redesign the "A" body platform
that had basically been the same since There was a factory worker strike, and as a result the old
'71 fenders were slightly reworked with vents just behind the front wheel openings, and the
grille inserts were sunk back into the bumper. The front turn signals also received a little
embellishment, and the old platform was carried through and sold as the model. In that year the
GTO had become an option on the LeMans again, having been a separate line in all previous
years, except You could order a LeMans in with every option that a previous year GTO had, and
still retain the LeMans moniker, that includes drive train, interior, etc. The endura option on the
LeMans was available for under 50 bucks. This insured that you would have the GTO look if you
so desired. My curiosity was overpowering at this point, so I sent in for the Pontiac Historical
Services documentation, and the info that came back verified what I had been thinking. I had
actually purchased a LeMans with the Endura front end, optional side stripes, rally II wheels,
which came with whitewall tires originally, a two barrel, turbo trans. This appealed to me
because it was different, and probably fairly rare. I was not disappointed at all. It is currently
undergoing a frame off resto, and I am slowly gathering everything I need to hopefully make it a
very nice, road-worthy car again. Just remember to check your vin numbers and get PHS docs. I
personally don't see what difference it makes though, as long as the looks are the same. Images

are general in nature and may not reflect the specific vehicle selected. The GM A-bodied cars
grew and got heavier too from Nobody at Pontiac apparently realized the potential of having a
near-GTO performance wagon for families. Pontiac certainly covered all the other bases for
performance in this era of straight line speed, though. Speed was king, and Pontiac was often
on the top of the hill knocking off all comers. By , a cubic inch with hp was optional, and the
GTO was once again demoted to option status. Emissions equipment and lowered compression
ratios started to take a toll on the engine power of all manufacturers, and insurance companies
looking at huge losses incurred by youthful drivers in nearly hp cars started to claw back losses
by penalizing those most likely to have accidents with onerous rate increases. By , the huge
Pontiac V-8 could produce no more than hp and the muscle car era was all but dead. For all
Hagerty Insurance clients: The values shown do not imply coverage in this amount. In the event
of a claim, the guaranteed value s on your policy declarations page is the amount your vehicle s
is covered for, even if the value displayed here is different. If you would like to discuss your
Hagerty Insurance policy, please call us at Get a Quote. Model Overview Images are general in
nature and may not reflect the specific vehicle selected. Length: Wheel Base: in. Number
Produced 6, Make Pontiac. Model GTO. Warranty Disclaimer This vehicle is being sold as is,
without any warranty, expressed or implied. So ask questions prior to bidding please. Once the
auction is closed, the buyer should purchase insurance on vehicle, because the seller will no
longer be responsible for any damages to the vehicle; weather, shipping, etc.! The seller shall
not be responsible for any incorrect descriptions, incorrectness, imperfection, authenticity,
genuineness, or defects herein, and makes no warranty in connection therewith either written or
oral. The buyer shall not be entitled to recover from the seller any consequential damages,
repairs, damages for loss of use, loss of time, loss of profits or income, loss of monies, or any
other incidental damages. Any description or representation made herein is made for
identification purposes only, and is not to be construed as a warranty of any kind. This is not a
right to inspect the vehicle to purchase after the auction has ended. If you win the auction, you
own it. The buyer agrees that any disputes arising out of or relating to this auction will come
solely under the laws of Texas. Liquid Copper Exterior with glossy clear coat- Black LeatherOriginal Pontiac alloy rims- Reliable and dependable- K- Plenty of performance parts under
hood- New interior- Needs minor 12 Volt work- Fully equipped with all options for optimum
performance and comfort- Nothing has been done mechanically or cosmetically to compromise
integrity of originality- Always maintained meticulously on schedule with nothing but premium
fluids parts and service every time. Full financing professional nationwide shipping and
extended warranties are all available on approved credit. Model Le Mans. Even though it has
always been garage kept, it was in serious disrepair when I got it and it took a couple of years to
get it back on the road. It had a , which I still have and intend to give to the next owner. There
are about miles on the since it was rebuilt. When we installed the we opted to take out the air
conditioning, which was in good working order. I still have all of the original air conditioning
parts that will be provided with the car. Only the head liner and rear package tray are original. I
also installed new exhaust with Flowmaster mufflers, an MSD electronic ignition system and a
Summit vacuum canister, Summit competition starter and a Summit cfm carburetor. Other than
being slightly cold-natured, the car runs really well and the brakes and transmission are in great
shape, too. I drive the car for about minutes at a time around my neighborhood every few days.
There are no oil leaks but there is a slight coolant leak that occurs when the engine is up to
operating temperature. Electrically, the car needs a little bit of work. I have the park lights, brake
lights and turn signals all in good working order, but the head lights still need to be addressed.
One of the low beam lights does not come on and one of the high beams is also out. The horn is
also not functioning currently. Cosmetically, the only other thing that is missing are the chrome
headlight bezels. As you will notice in some of the pics those bezels are missing. I figured that if
the next owner wants to restore it back to original, they can easily do that by changing the
badges. It had sat for 20 years. The father of the gentleman I bought it from owned a body shop.
The car was brought in to have some work done. The guy never paid and told them to keep the
car and it sat at the shop for 5 years. He sold the business and the car went to his son's garage
where it sat for 15 years. I received the car in pieces. The car is all original. I have much of the
original paperwork on the car including the owner's manual, warranty card, receipts,
registration cards Last one from - The last time it was registered , build ticket from under the
seat. It appears to be a 2 Owner car transferred from sister to brother evident from the
registration receipts. Prior to My Ownership I believe the car has new lower rear quarters, metal
and welded in. The color was changed from Brittany Beige to Bronze at some point. The trunk
floor has a couple patches next to each wheel well. There is some body filler in the lower front
quarters as a light refrigerator magnet does not stick in a couple of spots. I patched a small area
of the trunk, prepped with Master Series Silver and painted with Dupli-Color Spatter Paint and 3

coats of clear. I removed the old floor from the toe kick to passenger foot wells, welded in new
floor braces and the new floor. All welds were lightly prepped and coated with Master Series
Silver. I rebuilt the factory Hurst Shifter and installed a new output shaft seal on the
transmission. The rims were media blasted, coated with Master Series Silver masked and
painted the correct Pontiac colors. The car is all metal and straight with the exception of the
front lower quarters - come over I will give you a magnet. The motor runs strong and the
transmission shifts fine. The doors do not hang and they open and close easily. Everything
works: interior lights, blinkers, hazard lights, reverse lights, trunk light, seat belt buzzer, parking
brake, speedometer, warning lights, heater and fan, cigarette lighter, wipers washer fluid pump
is not working , cabin air vents. What does the car need? Nothing really if you want a fun daily
driver. Drive it as is. The replacement real glass one I ordered from AMES is incorrect and too
large I believe the car, or parts of the car were sanded to bare metal at some point evident in
spots on hood and chipped paint on rocker panels. There is surface rust on the lower
passenger door - so if you were going to paint it, I would make sure that it is properly prepped.
The driver's side radiator support could use a patch - part of it is rusted away. I am not sure if it
is the key or the lock. This car is a great driver. All the hard stuff is done. Come over and I will
take you for a ride. This is a 43 year old car. I have owned it for the past two years and have
given you an honest representation of what I have done to and know about the car. Please let
me know if you have any questions. It is best to call. Sort story is a friend was diagnosed with
pancreatic cancer at Thanksgiving and passed away Christmas Eve. Life is too short to not
work for what you really want. I had a GTO in my 20's and just love that body style. So I recently
Picked up a LeMans. I don't have garage space for both. Thank you for looking! Car is for sale
locally so auction may end without notice. I bought the car a 2 years ago to use as a parts car
for one I was restoring and now that I am done the remains of this one need to go. It still has the
engine all the suspension and rearend, the steering column is gone so little hard to steer, all
this side glass is gone. Most of the car still has it's original paint, the left front fender had been
changed at one time in it's life. You are welcome to come and inspect the car or have it
inspected before buying. If you are from outside the U. Try Vendio Image Hosting. Has lots of
new parts! Under miles 1 owner all maintenance receipts and records. Power Steering and
Brakes Air Conditioning. Brazilia gold original paint with beige vinyl top. Runs perfectly like
new. Interior is original and spotless. Exterior has some surface rust - no rust through no dents
or dings. Rechromed bumpers. Liquid Copper Exterior with glossy clear coat-Black
Leather-Original Pontiac alloy rims-Reliable and dependableK-Plenty of performance parts
under hood-New interior-Needs minor 12 Volt work-Fully equipped with all options for optimum
performance and comfort-Nothing has been done mechanically or cosmetically to compromise
integrity of originality- Always maintained meticulously on schedule with nothing but premium
fluids parts and service every time. Dallas, OR. Green Bay, WI. Sacramento, CA. Fitzwilliam, NH.
South Milwaukee, WI. Hanover, MA. Chester Twp, NJ. Alert Successfully Created. Save search.
Cars for Sale Pontiac Lemans. Category - Mileage Posted Over 1 Month. Year - Make - Model -.
Category - Mileage - Posted Over 1 Month. Prev 1 2 3 4 Next. Make Pontiac Category Beta Coupe
ZIP Code. Year minYear Apply Filters Clear Search. Daily Weekly No Emails. Submit Cancel.
Refine your search. Automatic Gasoline Classic Cars 52 Rat Rod 1. Custom S 3 Hardtop 2.
Refine search. The body and frame are near rust free and in great shape.. The motor is the high
output cubic inch V8 from a GTO with great compression and is paired with a Muncie 4 speed
manual transmission. I have owned this vehicle for 21 years. The person i purchased it from had
it for 12 years. Car has been in storage during winter. Has a high preformance cui, buckets with
counsel. A 3-speed automatic transmission pushes this steel sleigh through the gears, and a
steep rear get gets it up and moving quick, without sacrificing too much highway drivability.
Bucket Seats, nice clean car. Engine: Pontiac big block that has been magnufluxed, align-bored,
and bored. Google Ads. Whoa, check this pontiac out! The paint is in extraordinary shape and
has never been in the rain or washed, just dusted then wiped down with a microfiber towel and
spray detailer. The restoration was done right and the pictures just don't quite do it justice
compared to seeing it in person. The convertible roof, lights, rubber, chrome, and trim were all
new old stock or in like new condition when installed. Panel placement and fit appears more
consistent than when it would have left the general motors assembly line. The interior on the
car was done and kept very close to stock with the exception of a few things such as the sound
system, who wants a car like this with a 60's stereo in it anyways?! Gauges are also aftermarket
as well as the center console but all tastefully done and in near new condition. The car is
powered by a late model gm v8 paired to a t transmission for ample and reliable power.
Extensive use of chrome and alluminum with the highest quality workmanship was used when
finishing the engine bay. Is completely smooth and flat leaving a clean detailed engine bay.
Something that is typically only seen in the highest end builds. There really isn't a piece on this

car that hasn't been massaged, fit, painted or modified somewhere on this car. Like to know
more. Air Conditioning. It is in need of top, body work to the rear left quarter and new paint. Two
sets of re-buildable front and rear bumpers included. Passenger side door is usable, driver side
does need. A spot of rust in lower door frame. Same with the engine compartment. Door panels
are what GM installed on the assembly line. Tinley Park, IL 3 years ebay. Gateway Classic Cars
has not checked the condition mechanical or structural , mileage or authenticity of this vehicle
and is relying on the information provided by the seller. The Engine is the original Pontiac thats
been rebuilt, paired with an automatic th Engine rebuilt with high performance parts with less
than miles. This fathom blue lemans has most of its original paint and all of its original interior.
Factory options include, h. Very nice underneath, no rust anywhere. Have the phs papers. A
very rare, very nice factory original h. Exterior is metallic green original color but repainted.
Wow", "sharp", "nice" These are words i typically hear when i'm driving this 67 lemans
restomod. Much more. Power Seat, Cruise Control. Pontiac lemans convertible. Interior is gold
with no ripps or tears in it. The car has no power steering or brakes. The car has newer glass
are in excellent condition. The car has newer radial tires with original spinner hubcaps. I have
the protecto-plate no trades. Bucket Seats. The windows all roll up and down with ease and the
hood, doors and trunk all open and close easily. Factory black bucket seat console interior which has all been redone, factory dash with factory tach and gauge package, custom 3 spoke
wood steering wheel, new headliner, new door panels, new arm rest and bases, new handles,
new seat cover, new carpet with custom floor mats, new sill plates, original center console in
excellent condition, front and rear seat belts. This car is a "" to drive. Dash has no cracks at all,
as well as the original steering wheel, all dome lights and glove box light workoriginal radio that
was put away 20 year ago in the trunk that works truly one of the most desirable cars of the
muscle car era. Truly a rare find, something a fully restored could never have. For a factory,
black car its straight as a pontiac arrow. Paint has a nice shine with patina to it. Fenders, doors,
quarters, deck lid, etc. Doors open, and shut with ease as they should, power top works fine
with a touch of a finger. No description provided. Automatic transmission. Dash has no cracks
at all, as well as the original steering wheel, all dome lights and glove box light workoriginal
radio that was put away 20 year ago in the trunk that worksTruly one of the most desirable cars
of the muscle car era. Finished in the most favorite factory and original color combinati. The Le
Mans and GTO were always quite close in styling, but when investing in a restoration, it takes
time to re-create the GTO's more aggressive appearance. By Pontiac Motor Division was into
their Wide Track performance look, and it gave the Le Mans bold touches like the vertical
stacked headlights and big chrome bumpers. Dash has no cracks at all, as well as the original st
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eering wheel, all dome lights and glove box light workoriginal radio that was put away 20 year
ago in the trunk that works Truly one of the most desirable cars of the muscle car era. Finished
in the most favorite factory and original color combinat. Scottsdale, AZ 4 years classiccars. The
restoration process was meticulous as evidenced in all areas of this car, all pictorial
documentation of the restoration process included.. It's powered by a ci V8 engine with a
2-speed Powerglide automatic transmission. A nice example of the era, this LeMans celebrates
its 50th birthday Air Conditioning. Body is in very good condition. Front and rear bumper and
some trim could use re chrome. Their are tears in front bucket seats and on top of back seats.
Price has been reduced to what i have to have out of it. Have a rare 67 lemans sprint ohc6
car,Eventhough its not as factory. Engine - 2 speed automatic. Sullivan, OH 4 years racingjunk.
No bikes nothing full race. Site map Contact Us Privacy Policy.

